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1998-99 NEWS RELEASES

8-7-98...LOCAL STUDENTS UNCOVER SCIENTIFIC WONDERS AT ROSE-HULMAN
8-7-98...FAST FORWARD: INCREASING GIRLS' INTEREST IN ENGINEERING
          AND SCIENCE
8-10-98...KAPLAN/NEWSWEEK COLLEGE GUIDE NAMES ROSE-HULMAN A HOT
          COLLEGE
8-11-98...ROSE-HULMAN RELEASES 1998-99 BASKETBALL SCHEDULES
8-12-98...WOMEN'S SOCCER TO ATTAIN VARSITY STATUS IN 1999
8-13-98...THE SINGING HOOSIERS, NATIONAL OPERA COMPANY BRINGING
          TALENTS TO 1998-99 ROSE-HULMAN FINE ARTS SERIES
8-14-98...SOLAR PHANTOM SUNRAYCE PREVIEW-PHOTO CUTLINES (HOMETOWNS)
8-17-98...FAST FORWARD-PHOTO CUTLINES (HOMETOWNS)
8-18-98...ROSE-HULMAN TEAM PLACES THIRD IN INTERNATIONAL AERIAL
          ROBOTICS COMPETITION
8-19-98...HULSMAN NAMED TO ALL-REGION FOOTBALL TEAM
8-20-98...HANOVER OFFICIAL TO GET STUDENT LIFE AWARD FROM R-H
8-21-98...ROSE-HULMAN FOOTBALL PICKED FIFTH IN SCAC
8-21-98...FOUR ENGINEER FOOTBALL PLAYERS NAMED PRESEASON ALL-SCAC
8-25-98...LOCAL STUDENTS UNCOVER SCIENTIFIC WONDERS AT ROSE-HULMAN
          (HOMETOWNS)
8-25-98...FRESHMEN BRINGING RECORD-SETTING ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS TO
          ROSE-HULMAN; STUDENTS BEGIN MOVING IN FRIDAY
8-27-98...ROSE-HULMAN'S "HOMEWORK HOTLINE" - PSA
8-27-98...SINGING HOOSIERS OF INDIANA UNIVERSITY - PSA - FINE
          ARTS SERIES
8-28-98...HONORED FOR STUDENT SERVICE - DAVID A. PALMER -
          PHOTO CUTLINES
8-31-98...ENGINEERS PREPARE FOR FOOTBALL HOME OPENER; OTHER FALL
          SPORTS OPEN ON ROAD
9-1-98...ALL ROSE-HULMAN STUDENTS TAKING LAPTOPS TO CLASS THIS YEAR
9-1-98...TEN INDUCTEES MAKE UP ROSE-HULMAN'S 1998 ATHLETIC HALL OF
          FAME CLASS
9-4-98...ALL ROSE-HULMAN STUDENTS TAKING LAPTOPS TO CLASS THIS YEAR
9-7-98...IU'S SINGING HOOSIERS PERFORMING AT ROSE-HULMAN ON
          SEPTEMBER 19
9-7-98...VOLLEYBALL AND SOCCER TEAMS TO HOST INVITATIONALS; FOOT-
          BALL HEADS TO SEWANEE
9-10-98...BRAZIL'S CHRISTOPHER CONARD PREPARING FOR SINGING
          HOOSIERS' CONCERT AT ROSE-HULMAN
9-14-98...FOOTBALL TRAVELS TO CHICAGO AFTER SCAC WIN: FALL SPORTS
          RESUME BUSY SCHEDULES
9-16-98...LOCAL STUDENTS CAN EXPLORE WONDERS OF SCIENCE IN ROSE-
          HULMAN'S EXPLORE ENGINEERING PROGRAM
9-16-98...RECORD ENROLLMENT AT ROSE-HULMAN FOR FOURTH CONSECUTIVE
          YEAR
9-16-98...ROSE-HULMAN RELEASES FALL BASEBALL SCHEDULE
9-21-98...HOMECOMING AWAITS FOOTBALL, CROSS COUNTRY; VOLLEYBALL SET
          FOR SCAC DEBUT
9-23-98...NEARLY 40 HOMECOMING EVENTS BEGIN THURSDAY AT ROSE-HULMAN
9-23-98...SIX ROSE-HULMAN STUDENTS WANT TO WEAR HOMECOMING QUEEN CROWN
9-25-98...LOCAL STUDENT GETS HEAD START ON COLLEGE, PASSES FAST TRACK PROGRAM (HOMETOWNS)
9-25-98...KATE BUCHANAN NAMED ROSE-HULMAN HOMECOMING QUEEN
9-28-98...FOOTBALL, SOCCER PREPARE FOR SCAC BATTLES; VOLLEYBALL HITS THE ROAD FOR FOUR
9-29-98...HOMECOMING QUEEN FINALISTS (HOMETOWNS)

10-2-98..."THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO" - PSA - FINE ARTS SERIES
10-2-98..."ALL IN THE TIMING" - PSA - DRAMA CLUB
10-5-98...FOOTBALL, CROSS COUNTRY RETURN FOR DAD'S DAY; SOCCER, VOLLEYBALL TRAVEL YET AGAIN
10-5-98...GUILLE COX RE-ELECTED CHAIRMAN OF R-H BOARD OF TRUSTEES
10-5-98...MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TO SHOW OFF CREATIVITY TUESDAY AT ROSE-HULMAN'S EDIBLE ENGINEERING CONTEST
10-6-98...ROSE-HULMAN DRAMA CLUB OPENS SEASON WITH FIVE ONE-ACT PLAYS (SPECIAL TO TRIBUNE-STAR)
10-7-98...JOHN FELL NAMED SCAC SOCCER CO-PLAYER OF THE WEEK
10-8-98...ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION FOCUS OF NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM AT ROSE-HULMAN
10-12-98...FOOTBALL SET TO HOST MILLSAPS; SOCCER, VOLLEYBALL TRAVEL FOR SCAC MATCHES
10-12-98...MARATHON OIL PHOTO CUTLINE - SPECIAL TO VALLEY VIEWER
10-12-98...SKOKIE'S STEVE WALSHON GETS MARATHON OIL HONOR FOR SMART IDEA AND PHOTO CUTLINE (HOMETOWN)
10-13-98...NATIONAL OPERA COMPANY PERFORMING "THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO" IN ENGLISH OCT. 24 AT ROSE-HULMAN - FINE ARTS SERIES
10-19-98...FOOTBALL ENJOYS BYE WEEK; VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER, CROSS COUNTRY RETURN TO ACTION
10-19-98...BLOMENBERG NAMED SCAC DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE WEEK
10-20-98...NATIONAL OPERA COMPANY BRINGING "FIGARO" TO ROSE-HULMAN (SPECIAL TO TRIBUNE-STAR)
10-20-98...NEWBURGH'S KEVIN MEYER GETS MICROSOFT SCHOLARSHIP (HOMETOWN)
10-20-98...FRESHMAN MATH CONTEST WINNERS...KATINAS, REPINE, BERGLUND (HOMETOWNS)
10-21-98...R-H STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF PLEDGE ALCOHOL ABSTINENCE DURING NATIONAL ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
10-26-98...FOOTBALL TRAVELS TO EARLHAM; SOCCER, VOLLEYBALL RESUME HOME SCHEDULES
10-27-98...COLLEGE-BOUND STUDENTS, PARENTS CAN GET ANSWERS AT LOCAL COLLEGE FAIR ON MONDAY
10-27-98...TWO NEW DEVELOPMENT OFFICERS JOIN ROSE-HULMAN STAFF (FORAKER, LANDIS)
10-27-98...COLLEGE FAIR '98 - PSA
10-27-98...INDONESIAN ARTS/CRAFTS JOIN PAINTINGS BY TERRE HAUTE AND MICHIGAN ARTISTS IN ROSE-HULMAN BUILDINGS
10-28-98...ROSE-HULMAN BASKETBALL PICKED SECOND, 10TH IN SCAC
10-30-98...FRED CLAYTON ELECTED TO ROSE-HULMAN BOARD OF TRUSTEES
11-2-98. ROSE-HULMAN HOSTS FALL SPORTS FESTIVAL; FOOTBALL, SOCCER PREPARE FOR DEPAUW
11-2-98. BLOMENBERG NAMED SCAC DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE WEEK AGAIN
11-4-98. BLOMENBERG NAMED NATIONAL DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE WEEK
11-9-98. FOOTBALL, CROSS COUNTRY SET TO WRAP UP SEASONS: BASKETBALL JUST AROUND CORNER
11-10-98. INDIANA'S TOP HIGH SCHOOL MATH STUDENTS TO TEST SKILLS SATURDAY AT R-H
11-11-98. SOCCER STANDOUT KASZUBSKI NAMED SECOND-TEAM ALL-SCAC
11-13-98. R-H STUDENTS GIVE UP A MEAL TO HELP OTHERS DURING THANKSGIVING SEASON
11-13-98. R-H STUDENTS DONATE NEAR-RECORD 338 PINTS OF BLOOD TO HELP REPLENISH LOCAL BLOOD BANK
11-14-98. LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS GRAB TOP HONORS IN ROSE-HULMAN MATH CONTEST
11-14-98. TERRE HAUTE SOUTH GRABS TOP HONORS IN R-H MATH CONTEST
11-14-98. PARK TUDOR STUDENTS GRAB TOP SENIOR HONORS IN R-H MATH CONTEST
11-14-98. TERRE HAUTE SOUTH CAPTURES TOP HONORS IN ROSE-HULMAN MATH CONTEST
11-15-98. NORTHVIEW HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS GRAB HONORS IN R-H MATH CONTEST
11-16-98. BASKETBALL TEAMS HIT THE HARDWOOD IN SEASON DEBUTS; FALL SPORTS REACH FINALES
11-16-98. HAGELSKAMP, BLOMENBERG EARN ACADEMIC ALL-DISTRICT HONORS
11-18-98. THE BALTIMORE CONSORT - PSA - FINE ARTS SERIES
11-18-98. FIVE ENGINEERS EARN FOOTBALL ALL-CONFERENCE RECOGNITION
11-19-98. COMPUTER EXPERT GIVES HI-TECH HOLIDAY SHOPPERS A HELPING HAND
11-19-98. KRAUSE, BUCHANAN EARN THIRD-TEAM ALL-CONFERENCE HONORS
11-23-98. MEN'S BASKETBALL WELCOMES AURORA, IU-EAST TO OPEN HOME SCHEDULE
11-23-98. THE BALTIMORE CONSORT TO PRESENT ELIZABETHAN CHRISTMAS CONCERT AT ROSE-HULMAN ON DEC. 5
11-23-98. MEN'S TENNIS TEAM RECEIVES FIRST NATIONAL RANKING
11-23-98. ROSE-HULMAN STUDENTS TAKE Laptops TO CLASS (SPECIAL TO BUSINESS JOURNAL)
11-24-98. ROSE-HULMAN RECEIVES $6 MILLION FROM LILLY ENDOWMENT
11-30-98. MEN'S AND WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TRAVEL TO MILLSAPS AND OGLETHORPE IN SCAC OPENERS
12-1-98. THE BALTIMORE CONSORT TO PRESENT ELIZABETHAN CHRISTMAS CONCERT AT R-H ON SATURDAY (SPECIAL TO TRIBUNE-STAR)
12-1-98. BLOMENBERG NAMED FIRST-TEAM ALL-REGION; HULSMAN EARNs THIRD-TEAM STATUS
12-2-98. R-H HONORS STUDENT-ATHLETES AT ANNUAL FALL AWARDS BANQUET
12-7-98. SEVERAL HUNDRED RECRUITERS JAM CAREER FAIR; HOT JOB MARKET FOR ENGINEERING, COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADS
12-7-98. MEN'S BASKETBALL TRAVELS TO MILLIKIN AFTER CLAIMING FIRST PLACE IN THE SCAC
12-7-98. BRYAN EGLI NAMED SCAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK
12-8-98...EGLI NAMED TO DIVISION III NATIONAL TEAM OF THE WEEK
12-9-98...BLOMENBERG NAMED THIRD-TEAM HBWLETT-PACKARD ALL-AMERICAN
12-11-98...BLOMENBERG NAMED SECOND-TEAM FOOTBALL GAZETTE ALL-AMERICAN
12-14-98...BRYAN EGLI NAMED SCAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK AGAIN
12-14-98...WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SET FOR SMWC SHOWDOWN; MEN BATTLE BLACKBURN, EUREKA
12-15-98...R-H STUDENTS HELPING SPREAD HOLIDAY CHEER
12-16-98...R-H RECEIVES EARLY-SEASON RECOGNITION RANKING FROM NCAA III MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT COMMITTEE
12-21-98...MEN'S HOOPS HIT BREAK WITH TWO WINS: POMEROYS KEEP CLABBER GIRL TROPHY
1-4-99...PROJECTS SOUGHT FOR ROSE-HULMAN CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDENTS
1-5-99...MEN'S BASKETBALL REMAINS UNBEATEN IN SCAC PLAY; WOMEN FALL IN HEARTBREAKER
1-7-99...THE BELLEMEADE TRIO - PSA - FINE ARTS SERIES
1-10-99...MEN'S BASKETBALL EARNS TWO-GAME LEAD IN SCAC; WOMEN SET FOR BUSY WEEK
1-11-99...BRYAN EGLI NAMED SCAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK AGAIN
1-12-99...R-H STUDENTS WILL TEST SKILLS, HAVE FUN WEDNESDAY DURING RECYCLABLE ENGINEERING CONTEST
1-12-99...NEW APPLIED BIOLOGY AND BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT CREATED
1-12-99...RIFLE TEAM RANKED 16TH NATIONALLY IN SEASON'S FIRST POLL
1-13-99...INDIANA UNIVERSITY MUSIC PROFESSORS BRINGING BELLEMEADE TRIO TO ROSE-HULMAN ON JAN. 30
1-14-99...MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. DAY PROGRAM TO DISCUSS CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES OF BEING AFRICAN-AMERICAN
1-18-99...BASKETBALL SQUADS HOST DEPAUW ON THURSDAY TO HIGHLIGHT BUSY WEEK
1-18-99...BRYAN EGLI NAMED SCAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK FOR FOURTH TIME
1-20-99...ROSE-HULMAN RANKED SECOND IN NCAA III SOUTH REGION POLL
1-20-99...BRYAN EGLI NAMED TO NATIONAL "TEAM OF THE WEEK" AGAIN
1-22-99...R-H BASKETBALL RANKED 13TH IN THE NATION BY NABC
1-25-99...WINTER SPORTS TEAMS HIT THE ROAD; BASKETBALL SET TO BATTLE CENTRE, SEWANEE
1-25-99...FOUR ROSE-HULMAN SWIMMERS RANK AMONG THE NATION'S BEST
1-26-99...INDIANA UNIVERSITY MUSIC PROFESSORS BRINGING BELLEMEADE TRIO TO ROSE-HULMAN ON SATURDAY (SPECIAL TO TRIBUNE-STAR)
1-26-99...R-H RANKED SECOND IN NCAA III SOUTH REGION POLL
1-28-99...BLACK HISTORY MONTH PROGRAM AT R-H TO TAKE LOOK AT CONTRIBUTIONS OF AFRICAN-AMERICANS
1-29-99...DEAN'S LIST - 1998-99 FALL QUARTER (HOMETOWNS)
2-1-99...MEN'S BASKETBALL WIN STREAK REACHES 11; MOM'S DAY BRINGS FESTIVITIES TO CAMPUS
2-1-99...WARD ELECTED VICE PRESIDENT OF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
2-2-99...DAVID HAYNES JOINS ROSE-HULMAN DEVELOPMENT STAFF
2-2-99...R-H BASKETBALL STILL RANKED SECOND IN SOUTH REGION
2-3-99...PIANIST ROBERT SIEMERS - PSA - FINE ARTS SERIES
2-4-99...R-H EARNS 28 ACADEMIC ALL-SCAC FALL SPORTS AWARDS
2-8-99...MEN'S HOOPS WIN STREAK STOPPED AT 12; BASKETBALL SQUADS PREPARE FOR TEXAS TRIP
2-9-99...R-H REMAINS SECOND IN REVAMPED NCAA DIVISION III SOUTH REGION RANKINGS
2-10-99...R-H BASKETBALL RANKED 15TH NATIONALLY BY NABC
2-11-99...BARRON'S NAMES ROSE-HULMAN A BEST BUY
2-11-99...WABASH VALLEY MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS TO TEST SKILLS IN REGIONAL MATHCOUNTS CONTEST SATURDAY
2-11-99...NATIONALLY RANKED ROSE-HULMAN TRACK AND FIELD SQUAD HOSTS SIX-SCHOOL MEET ON SATURDAY
2-12-99...CAREER-RELATED STORY IDEAS... "FEEDING FRENZY" AS COMPANIES HUSTLE TO RECRUIT ENGINEERING GRADS...FRESHMEN START THEIR JOB SEARCH BEFORE THEIR FIRST FINAL...FREE LONG-DISTANCE PHONE AND FAX SERVICES GIVE STUDENTS ADVANTAGE IN JOB SEARCH...CREATING FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS...A CAREER FAIR THAT HAS SPECIAL APPEAL
2-13-99...HONEY CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL WINS REGIONAL MATHCOUNTS CONTEST
2-15-99...MEN'S BASKETBALL LOOKS FOR SCAC TITLE; SWIMMERS TRAVEL TO SCAC CHAMPIONSHIP
2-15-99...ROSE-HULMAN BASEBALL PICKED TO WIN SCAC EASTERN DIVISION; THREE PLAYERS NAMED PRESEASON ALL-CONFERENCE
2-16-99...R-H CLINCHES AUTOMATIC BerTH TO NCAA III MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT; RANKED SIXTH IN SOUTH REGION POLL
2-22-99...BASKETBALL TEAMS CONCLUDE REGULAR SEASON; MEN PREPARE FOR NCAA TOURNAMENT
2-22-99...AREA HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TO GET FIRSTHAND LOOK AT ENGINEERING DURING LOCAL ENGINEERING VISITATION DAY
2-23-99...BRYAN EGLI NAMED TO NATIONAL "TEAM OF THE WEEK" FOR THIRD TIME
2-24-99...EGLI NAMED DIVISION III NATIONAL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
2-24-99...ROSE-HULMAN RELEASES 1999 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
3-1-99...MEN'S BASKETBALL OPENS NCAA III TOURNEY; BASEBALL FINISHES SPRING TRIP
3-2-99...LOCAL COMPANIES HOST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS FOR ENGINEERS DAY...AREA HIGH SCHOOLS TO COMPETE IN REGIONAL JETS CONTEST...NORTH CENTRAL TEAM WINS EXPLORERS' BRIDGE CONTEST...BLACK ENGINEERING SOCIETY PLANNING FASHION SHOW MARCH 13...R-H STUDENT GETS SCHOLARSHIP FROM LOCAL ORGANIZATION...R-H CHEMISTRY PROFESSOR TO WORK WITH IU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE...SOUTH KOREAN FACULTY VISIT ROSE-HULMAN TO GET IDEAS...R-H MATHEMATICS PROFESSOR GETS FULBRIGHT FELLOWSHIP...R-H STUDENT GETS $1,000 FOR IMPROVING GRADES
3-2-99...R-H NCAA TOURNAMENT TICKET INFORMATION AVAILABLE FOR ROUNDS ONE AND TWO
3-2-99...TERRA HAUTE GOES FOR 15TH STRAIGHT MATHCOUNTS STATE CHAMPIONSHIP SATURDAY
3-2-99...R-H CAPTURES SCAC MEN'S BASKETBALL PLAYER, COACH OF THE YEAR AWARDS
3-4-99...PAOLI'S JON WALLS NAMED PRESIDENT OF AWARD-WINNING CIVIL ENGINEERING CHAPTER, GETS STATE ASPHALT SCHOLARSHIP
3-4-99...AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS OFFICERS (HOMETOWNS)
3-6-99....HONEY CREEK WINS STATE MATHCOUNTS CHAMPIONSHIP, CONTINUES STREAK OF TITLES FOR TERRE HAUTE SCHOOLS
3-6-99....WEST LAFAYETTE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PLACES THIRD IN STATE MATHCOUNTS CHAMPIONSHIPS
3-6-99....FORT WAYNE'S CANTERBURY SCHOOL PLACES FOURTH IN STATE MATHCOUNTS CHAMPIONSHIPS
3-6-99....COLUMBUS' CENTRAL MIDDLE SCHOOL PLACES FIFTH IN STATE MATHCOUNTS CHAMPIONSHIPS
3-6-99....BREMEN MIDDLE SCHOOL PLACES SIXTH IN STATE MATHCOUNTS CHAMPIONSHIPS
3-6-99....MINNEAPOLIS GUITAR QUARTET - PSA - FINE ARTS SERIES
3-8-99....BASEBALL RESTS ON TOP OF SCAC EASTERN DIVISION; REKSEL SET FOR TRACK NATIONALS
3-9-99....FREE SEMINAR FEATURES LATEST FACTORY AUTOMATION AND MACHINE VISION TECHNOLOGIES
3-10-99....AREA HIGH SCHOOLS TO COMPETE IN REGIONAL JETS CONTEST
3-10-99....MARC MCCULLOUGH NAMED SCAC PITCHER OF THE WEEK
3-11-99....ROSE-HULMAN'S PHIL REKSEL TO COMPETE AT NCAA III INDOOR TRACK NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
3-11-99....SNOW, PROJECTED FORECAST FORCE SCHEDULING CHANGES FOR R-H BASEBALL INVITATIONAL
3-13-99....ROSE-HULMAN'S PHIL REKSEL EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS AT NCAA III INDOOR TRACK NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
3-15-99....BASEBALL PREPARES FOR SCAC SHOWDOWNS; REKSEL EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS
3-15-99....MINNEAPOLIS GUITAR QUARTET BRINGING UNIQUE CLASSICAL STYLE TO ROSE-HULMAN ON SATURDAY
3-16-99....COLLEGE MATHEMATICS SCHOLARS GET BILLING FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT ROSE-HULMAN CONFERENCE
3-17-99....ANDY CAIN NAMED SCAC PITCHER OF THE WEEK
3-18-99....BRYAN EGLI EARN FIRST-TEAM NABC ALL-DISTRICT HONORS
3-18-99....ROSE-HULMAN'S SEAN VALENTINE FINISHES FOURTH IN NCAA SWIMMING FINALS TO EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS
3-18-99....ROSE-HULMAN'S SEAN VALENTINE QUALIFIES FIFTH FOR 100-YARD BREASTSTROKE, INSURES SECOND ALL-AMERICAN HONOR
3-19-99....GROWING ENTREPRENEURS TO STIMULATE INDIANA'S ECONOMIC GROWTH
3-22-99....VALENTINE EARN TWO ALL-AMERICAN AWARDS; BASEBALL LEADS SCAC EAST
3-23-99....ANDY CAIN REPEATS AS SCAC PITCHER OF THE WEEK
3-29-99....FIRST-PLACE BASEBALL BATTLES DEPAUW, U. OF SOUTH IN CRUCIAL EASTERN DIVISION CLASHES
3-30-99....BRYAN EGLI NAMED REGIONAL PLAYER OF THE YEAR, FINALIST FOR NATIONAL PLAYER OF THE YEAR HONORS

4-2-99....JETS TEAMS COMPETITION (HOMETOWNS)
4-2-99....DUNCAN RESIGNS AS ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, HEAD FOOTBALL COACH
4-5-99....COLTS CAMP COMING TO R-H; DUNCAN RESIGNS AS FOOTBALL COACH, AD; EGLI NAMED NATIONAL PLAYER OF YEAR
4-5-99....EGLI NAMED NCAA III MEN'S BASKETBALL PLAYER OF THE YEAR
4-7-99....CAIN, NICHOLS EARN SCAC BASEBALL PLAYER OF WEEK HONORS
4-12-99....BASEBALL ON THRESHOLD OF SCAC EAST TITLE, NO. 1 SEED IN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP
ROSE-HULMAN STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF TO SHOWCASE MUSICAL TALENTS SATURDAY IN "ENGINEERS IN CONCERT"

R -H APPOINTS ROBERT COONS AS NEW VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE

R -H UNVEILING NEW SOLAR-POWERED CAR DURING SPECIAL EARTH DAY EDUCATION PROGRAM

WABASH VALLEY HIGH SCHOOLS DOMINATE STATE JETS ACADEMIC COMPETITION

BASEBALL, GOLF, TRACK AND FIELD SQUADS SEEK TITLES AT SCAC SPORTS FESTIVAL

ANDY CAIN EARNS FOURTH SCAC PITCHER OF THE WEEK HONOR

R -H BASEBALL RANKED 28TH IN THE NATION BY ABCA

STUDY TO RENOVATE, EXPAND TERRE HAUTE CHURCH WINS STATE CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN CONTEST

MILITARY WEAPONS, EQUIPMENT TO BE DISPLAYED DURING SPECIAL EXHIBIT THURSDAY AT ROSE-HULMAN

R -H ATHLETES EARN ALL-SCAC RECOGNITION AT SPRING SPORTS FESTIVAL

STATE JETS TEAMS TITLE (HOMETOWN)

ANDY CAIN EARNS FIFTH SCAC PITCHER OF THE WEEK HONOR

ROSE-HULMAN'S 71ST ANNUAL ROSE SHOW ALLOWS AREA RESIDENTS TO EXPLORE WONDERS OF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING

ROSE-HULMAN DRAMA CLUB PRESENTING MUSICAL "ANYTHING GOES"

FORMER U.N. AMBASSADOR TO DISCUSS FOREIGN POLICY INCLUDING NATO ROLE IN YUGOSLAVIA

R -H BASEBALL SCHEDULES SUNDAY AFTERNOON DOUBLEHEADER AT MACMURRAY COLLEGE

BASEBALL PREPARES TO BATTLE DIVISION II FOE OAKLAND CITY IN SUNDAY DOUBLEHEADER

FORMER U.N. AMBASSADOR TO SPEAK AT R -H - PSA - JEANNE KIRKPATRICK

DEAN'S LIST - 1998-99 WINTER QUARTER (HOMETOWNS)

BASEBALL ESTABLISHES NEW SINGLE-SEASON WIN RECORD AT DIVISION II OAKLAND CITY

SOLAR PHANTOM GETS NO. 2 STARTING SPOT FOR SUNRAYCE 99; POSTS FASTEST LAP -- 49.8 MPH -- AT RACE QUALIFICATIONS

ANTWERP'S JASON ZIELKE RISES TO BECOME STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRESIDENT AT ROSE-HULMAN (HOMETOWN)

CAIN NAMED FIRST-TEAM ACADEMIC ALL-DISTRICT; BAER EARS SECOND-TEAM ALL-DISTRICT HONORS

EGLI, SPEICH HONORED AS ROSE-HULMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY'S TOP 1999 SENIOR ATHLETES

NATIONAL JETS TEAMS COMPETITION (HOMETOWNS)

CRAWFORDSVILLE'S RYAN SMITH GETS $1,000 FOR IMPROVING GRADES AT R-H

NEW ALBANY'S JENNIFER SCHROEDER GETS SCHOLARSHIP FROM EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION

ROSE-HULMAN LEFT OUT OF NCAA III BASEBALL TOURNAMENT

NATIONAL MEDAL OF TECHNOLOGY WINNER FEATURED AT R-H

ROSE-HULMAN'S PHIL REKSEL TO COMPETE AT NCAA III OUTDOOR TRACK AND FIELD NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

BANNON, LEINENBACH TO RECEIVE ROSE-HULMAN HONORARY DEGREES
5-24-99... DISTINGUISHED YOUNG ALUMNI (HOMETOWNS)
5-25-99... OAKLEY FOUNDATION DONATES $500,000 TO R-H FOR NEW COMPUTERIZED OBSERVATORY
5-25-99... OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARDS (HOMETOWNS)
5-26-99... SHAH NAMED SCAC MEN'S GOLF CO-COACH OF THE YEAR
5-27-99... GRADUATION STORY IDEAS AND INTERVIEW OPPORTUNITIES
5-27-99... HONORS AND AWARDS (HOMETOWNS)
5-27-99... FIRST COED CLASS TO GRADUATE SATURDAY AT ROSE-HULMAN
5-28-99... ANDY CAIN NAMED SECOND-TEAM DIVISION III ALL-AMERICAN
5-29-99... SPECIAL AWARDS PRESENTED AT COMMENCEMENT

6-1-99... LOVINGTON'S WESLEY BOLSEN NAMED NATION'S TOP JUNIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING STUDENT (HOMETOWN)
6-1-99... ANDY CAIN NAMED THIRD-TEAM ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN
6-1-99... ROSE-HULMAN'S AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS STUDENT CHAPTER NAMED AMONG NATION'S BEST
6-3-99... SOLAR PHANTOM TEAM (HOMETOWNS)
6-7-99... R-H IS A TOP CONTENDER TO WIN SUNRAYCE 99 SOLAR CAR RACE
6-18-99... GREG RUARK PROMOTED TO ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, RUSS MOLLET NAMED HEAD FOOTBALL COACH
6-23-99... ROSE-HULMAN TEAM SEeks INTERNATIONAL TITLE IN AERIAL ROBOTICS COMPETITION
6-28-99... ROSE-HULMAN ATHLETES EARN 47 ACADEMIC ALL-SCAC WINTER AND SPRING AWARDS
6-30-99... ROSE-HULMAN SUCCESSFUL IN INTERNATIONAL AERIAL ROBOTICS COMPETITION
6-30-99... BLOMENBERG NAMED FIRST-TEAM PRESEASON ALL-AMERICAN BY PREVIEW SPORTS PUBLICATIONS

7-9-99... ROSE-HULMAN HOSTING FOUR FREE BUSINESS SEMINARS THIS SUMMER
7-12-99... BLOMENBERG NAMED FIRST-TEAM PRESEASON ALL-AMERICAN BY STREET AND SMITH
7-13-99... RENE FOLI RESIGNS AS OFFENSIVE COORDINATOR TO ACCEPT HEAD COACHING POSITION AT SOUTH VERMILLION HIGH SCHOOL
7-19-99... BRAZIL NATIVE DOUG STEARLEY HONORED BY ROSE-HULMAN
7-30-99... GRADUATING CLASS OF 1999 (HOMETOWNS)